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In airp].aneconstitiijtion’generally-onefinalean almostex.-
clusive use of wing tips that are practically square and but oo-
oasionally those with large rounded tips. FGruse as a canti...sv{.
wing, however, a wing with pointed tips may mntain valuable a:::
dynamic advantages.
The tests ~o~iductedby Eiffe”lindicate that in rectangular
plates, the lighting effect diminishes toward
or tips. The explanation of this decrease is
but may be briefly reviewed here.
The wind flowing around the wing profile
upper surface of the wing a suction force and
the lateral ends,
generally
generates
known,
on the
on the lower a com-
pression. This pressure difference results in a discharge of
the air masses, from under the wing, around the wing tips to the
upper surface, (Figs. 1 and 2). This ourrent of air, from the
lower surface, was proven experimentallyby Gustav Lilienthal-
about 1913. Furthermore~ this current although vertical in r~.LaP”
tion to the direction of the wind, does not exert a lighting
force and as a result the energy generated, is needlessly de~.-~ -
ed or lost in eddy productio~ The stronger the rarefication or
suction on the upper surface the greaterthis waste becomes arid
in thick airfoils used in amtilever construction,where the up-
per side is strongly arohed, it may amount to a great deal.
A test by Dipl. Eng. Betz, at the Gdttingen testing station,
about 1915, revealed the extraordinarily favorable lift and re-
.—-.—
sistance experien~d in a Joukowski aizfcil in which the lateral
,., . ....
‘t’ip””’lossesw re prevented.. A compazipo~,,w~thanother good thick
,...,,
profile of rect~ngulaz shape in which the tip losses were not
prevented is shorn in the following table:
~~1,~~ ojf:Lift and resistance in kg~mz:
l
. Wind velocity l,
profile : 10 m/see. l.
1:: . l
=L;D:;~~~
Joukows-: 24.CI: 7.15 kg. : 0.298 kg.:
ki .:: l l
Airfoil : 15.5 : 4.50 “ ; 0,290 n ;
301 : . .. l. ,.
R.esista,nceand L/D uncier
load of 8.?5 kg/mz.
‘t’indvelocity 10 m/see.
.5:
D:
0.437 kg.:
0.920 ‘1: 9.5
.
l
An approximate.shape of these ‘airfoilsis shown in Figs. 3
and 4. As already mentioned, the extraordinarilyfavorable re-
s’~~.tin the Jovkowski ,aj.rfoilmay be due, for the most part,
to the fact that the tip losses were prevented by the use of a
special attachment, (Lateral Abschottung). A similar device can-
not be emplo~+edon airplanes as it would create a great area and
an excessive moment at the wing tips.
Lateral tip losses, however, can be prevented in another
way, that is> by tapering the wing, in plan form, in which case
the wind from the lower surface will pass around the leading
and trailing edges, as it should, with practically none around,
the tips.
A test, conducted at the G&ttingen testing station in three
single flights with square and pointed tips, revealed a deci:ded
advantage in favor of the latter, showing an essentially bette:
.,
L/D ratio. In a later ~iticism of these results~ by Dr. ~fluri~~>
1“
. -3-
it was claimed that there was no.advantage ~n having the wings
,~hewriter feels that this may
...,=.,.,, ,.,.,,.,
Assuming the same span for bcth types, the pointed wing, in
order to generate the same dynamic pressu~~ of Liftj would re-
quire tke same area as the”gq~re tipped wing, (Figs. 5 and ~);
or with less area, a.greater angle of attack, both conditions
impairing the aerodynamic properties of the wing,
A small span will be necessary perhaps for war airplanes in
which is required.a limited moment of ine~tia around the vertical
or normal axis j.norder to secure the best maneuverability,but
in commercial airpla,aesof to-day, where economy is very essen-
tial, maneuverability may be given less consideration, thereby
permitting a greatez span and moment*
In further reference to this feature, Fig. 7 has been pre-
pared. This shape has the same area as Fig. 5, and may also be
considered as well proportioned.
throughout: the ratio of ordinate
and since the chord at the center
The same profile is used
to chord remaining the same,
of the span is 1.33, a larger
ordinate and a thickez section than
center. This wing will furthermore
constantly decreasing moss-section
that of Fig. 5 exists at the
permit the use of a span of
and weight, toward the wing
tips, the bending moment and wind pressure being less as the,irn-
pact area d.ec~eases.
A disadvantage in this design is, that the span
excessive or too great for the hangar. To meet this
may become
obstaole the
,, ,-. -., , —!.11 . . ...!! !.!! !! ,, .- . . . . -------- .-
.structure can be such as to permit the removal of a portion
-.,, thq.tips or,to,_,proviaedetachable ailerons, as shown in Fig.
. . . .,..
.,,-,. ...,....., ,.,. ,.
of
8.
Another and doubtless the best proof that the pointed tip
wings contain aerodynamic properties superior to those of the
square tipped wings is observed in nature, in the wings of birds
where the pointed shatpeis found extensively.
In mnolusion attention is called to the fact that Eiffel
~lidLilient-nalboth discovered, through test and theory, the
P
disadv~:lta,gesin the square tipped wings,
of thick wings.
Up to the present time no wings have
especially in the case
been constructed with
pointed tips in the plan.form, owing to the use of thin wings
made possi”olein the biplane truss and semi-cantilever constr”l:;-
tion. l’urtile~more,as mentioned in a preceding paragraph, the
pointed wing necessitates a greater span with a resulting greate~
moment of inertia and impaired maneuverability, making them very
unsuitable for war ai~planes.
Translated by National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics.
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